significantly. The increase was greatest just below the position of the cell phone which strengthens association of cell phone transmission and EEG wave alterations.

The second study was from Horne, et al. in Loughborough University, England. They connected a Nokia 6310e cell phone to the heads of 10 sleep deprived adults. Again a remote control computer switched the phones from idle to talk to standby modes for different periods. They found that after the talk mode was switched off, the delta waves remained dampened for more than an hour. The study subjects also had difficulty in going back to sleep for twice as long as controls.

Obviously cell phone transmissions affect brain waves and also behavior. Health worries apart, scientists are excited to see whether different doses, durations and frequencies can be used to modulate brain behavior to our requirements. In mankind’s tumultuous history, it is always imagination which links the present to the future (Scientific American, 7 May 2008).
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Autism is one of the five pervasive developmental disorders (PDD), the others being Aspergers syndrome, Retts syndrome, Childhood disintegrative disorder and Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS). To confound the issue of terminology further, Autism, Aspergers syndrome and PDD-NOS are together termed the Autism Spectrum Disorders.

This pocket size multi-author book has successfully brought order to this chaos. The authors have made a genuine attempt to guide the reader through the spectrum, revealing the mentally disabled child locked into a world of silence, rocking himself for solace to the socially impaired individual who has narrow interests.

All the chapters are written with a commitment. The historical note in the first chapter is followed by the clinical features and diagnosis in the next three.

The chapter on neurobiology gives a panoramic view of the neurobiological theories offered by various workers in the field; and towards the end the author has coined a new name worth mention “Developmental communication dysfunction” to spare the child the stigma associated with the term “Autism”.

The discourse in the next chapter on plasticity of the brain is simplification of a complex concept done to near perfection.

The boxed information and tables makes comprehension easy; however the book needs more meticulous editing in the next edition to correct errors in the use of punctuation marks, capital letters and grammar. Easy reading and reasonable price are positive features.
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